MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Fierce Mother
AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF YOUR FIERCE COMPASSION
MODULE NINE : THE MOTHER OF FEMININE FORCE

Fierce Mother
THE MOTHER OF FEMININE FORCE

INTRODUCTION
With the power of an elephant, the strength of a bear and the ferocity of a
lion, Fierce Mother has charged into your life demanding action.
“I have come to hear you roar,” she says. “I am the mother who walks you
away from your anger and show you how to be the protective power that
shelters all childrenn. I am the fierce force of the Sacred Mother. My
capacity to make a difference is yours.”

Fierce Mother has come to be your guide to open the embodied protective
Mother force within you. By opening your throat to speak your truth clearly
and by empowering your belly with courage, Fierce Mother has the initiatory
presence to fortify and embolden your heart.
She has come to champion innocence and enable you to rise above all
adversity, by standing up and conquering the inner voices that threaten your
creative soul and the outer forces that rob and crush your joy. Fierce Mother
is fierce compassion, the white heat of living power and pure love within the
divine spark of every mama's heart. Fierce Mother is the unstoppable power
that protects your creative babies and all of Great Spirit’s children.
Fierce Mother is not, however, angry, self-righteous or driven by culture,
inherited conflict or inner child reactions. Yes, she is the fiery white heat of
feminine justice, but she is not angry, outraged or aggressive.
She is far more powerful than that.
Fierce Mother is the purified heat of the wrathful and fiery Bodhisattva, the
passion committed to loving all beings equally, even the perpetrators. She is
the force of a woman so rooted in her own conscience and meaning that
she will not be shaken. Fierce Mother is the voice of love that has awakened
through violent indignation, matured through crippling heartbreak, and
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purified through tsunamis of grief. She is a power that will be obeyed
because she is fuelled with radical kindness. Fierce Mother is the passion in
you that has no maleficence and yet, fights and wins.
Fierce Mother holds a matrix of love so clear, so grounded in right action and
so filled with blazing change, that it can transform everything she touches.
She is the Divine Mother power that fuels both the meaning and the purpose
of all sacred activism. She is with you now to awaken your soul's passion; the
wound and gift you are here to heal within you so you can share its wisdom
with the world.
Fierce Feminine Force is your deep resonating voice. It is your protective
strength and the power that lifts cars or digs through mountains. It is the
growing that you can and will protect your creative children and is the fierce
compassion that steps up, speaks deeper than the heart and a delivers love
so mindful that it cuts through all illusions of external approval.
Fierce Feminine Force is the justice and mercy that also knows no mercy as
justice. It is sacred incisive medicine, It is yours to own.
Fierce Mother within you is your capacity to devote your life to the benefit of
all living beings and sticking with it until the job is done. Done.
She is with you ready to initiate you fully into gnowing that you are the firece
mother you have been waiting for. You are the woman called to be the
protector of innocence in your world.
Fierce Mother’s gift is back to you is your emboldened Bodhisattva Heart
Fierce Mother is with you now, her hands firmly in yours, leading you down
the ninth gateway of your sacred feminine terrain, awakening you to her soul
landscape of Fierce feminine Force and awakening the Universal Wisdom of

Fierce Compassion
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She who has come to hear you roar

AWAKENING FIERCE MOTHER WISDOM
Fierce Mother’s awakening task is clear - it is time you loved more.
It's time that you acknowledge the gifts of your journey through the inner worlds of the last
eight mothers and put that loving force into action. Step by step through MotherQuest you have
been reclaiming your intrinsic magnificence and piece by piece you have been returning
yourself to the Love you are.
Now time for you to love more. Fierce Mother is the first of the Initiations, the last four wisdom
mandalas of MotherQuest. The Mother's who
To …
Love your joy and femininity more.
Love your inner peace and intuition more.
Love your creative children more.
Love the people in your world more
Love your uniqueness more and above all
LOVE YOUR JOY - MORE!

It’s time you stepped up, spoke out and claimed fierce compassion as your reality, always.
Of course, you don’t have to do it alone. There is a great force within you, the archetype of Fierce
Mother to help you awaken to this fierce and powerful way of loving. She is with you now to
support you as you own your capacity to create profoundly healthy boundaries AND she is here
to help you extinguish your anger.
That’s right. This far along on your journey, the time of being a scary crazy mama is over. It’s time
you acted on your needs in profoundly healed ways. The time for the courageous feminine
power of fierce love has come. It's time for you to be in alignment with the power of your
mindful presence and to be capable of peacefully and powerfully taking care of your world. No
more repressed or imploded anger, no more being nice. No more expecting others to be
responsible for your own lack of ability to create your desired world. It is time to be truly brave.
It’s time to unleash the fiery feminine force of your unconditionally loving heart.
Fierce Mother's invitation - for you to take full responsibility for your own conscience and
feminine power and dare even risk betraying another to protect what is innocent and faithful to
your own heart.
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FIERCE MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

FIERCE COMPASSION
By circumstance you will possibly lean towards one of these two extremes of women:
Exploding type
You are either fiery or explosive in nature, quick to anger, quick to move on and possibly not
always skilled in how you let your anger bombs explode. You can explode all over the place
and have no concept of how ugly your anger can be.

Your children, the house and people in your firing line all wear the scars of your reactive
defensiveness and quite often carry your anger within them. Possibly at best, you're
profoundly remorseful and regretful after the explosion. At worst you are just plain selfrighteous, bitchy and nasty and extend a vast amount of energy justifying why you are
entitled to always being right. OR
Imploding type
You are terribly nice, pride yourself in never getting really angry and always staying
exceptionally nice. But you fume with silent resentment, stay frozen in a hubris of high
ground and remain revengefully withdrawn for days!

Or perhaps you stay lofty with moral superiority or righteousness and consequently are
crippled with guilt. That's because when things go wrong, or you are challenged, you
acquiesce, readily accepting that you are the one to be blamed. Becoming a doormat is so
much easier than facing confrontation or risking the self-actualisation required to make a
stand for your own truth and squished heart. It so much neater for you to play the victim.
Fierce Mother is here to help you to choose a third way.

Fierce Mother is not Scary Revengeful Mother, nor Frightening Mother nor Cranky-Pants-YouWill-Be-Sorry-You-Crossed-Me-And-Yes-You-Will-Be-Punished-Mother. She is also not a
flowery nicely nice mama who is perfectly plastic and self-righteously unflawed.
Fierce Mother does not blame, deflect or deny responsibility AND she is not passive or
permissive either. Fierce Mother is the internal matrix within you that allows you to be at all
times connected to your needs, able to speak your truth wisely, and able to negotiate conflict
kindly and assertively to win/win.
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When Fierce Mother is alive within you, you will know the line of your boundaries
and be present to the exact moment when they are crossed. You will also have the
effortless capacity to speak up for your needs, your truth and your sense of rightness,
with no matter the consequences to either yourself or your reputation.
This is because to stand as Fierce Mother; you will have travelled through the
initiation of knowing what is yours and what was inherited. You will have subdued
your tendency for self-righteousness and projecting your issues onto others. You
take full empowered responsibility for articulating your needs. You know without
expectation, that you have the graceful capacity to have your needs met – firstly by
yourself and then artfully and without attachment, by others.
As Fierce Mother, you are in a relationship with the boundaries of your own
sovereign and authentic truth.
In addition to this, standing as Fierce Mother you will also have wrestled your pain
body, and by finding the purpose of your deep, painful feelings and core wounds,
you will have intentionally reclaimed your intrinsically peaceful nature. As your pain
is contained, owned and can be transparently and vulnerably witnessed, it no
longer fuels your need for justice. Only your sense of equity and love does.
As a Fierce Mother, you are a woman who loves with fierceness and compassion.
Yours is the hand that stops any child from walking out onto the street, or the stern
resolve that says no to a child eating foods that will harm them. Yours is the voice
that speaks up and intervenes when your conscience tells you something is wrong.
As Fierce Mother, you are the one who initiates anti-bullying policies, makes the call
posts that meme and writes that letter. As Fierce Mother, you know how to act
regardless of being unpopular, and you are willing to risk your life, your lover, your
position and place to protect and save an innocent or a creative child.
As Fierce Mother, it's your heart that champions compassionate justice for all.
Fierce Mother is the protective force of feminine power, she is the embodiment of
Fierce Compassion.
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CLEARING THE RIVER
Your first awakening Fierce Mother Quest is to explore the places in your life where you
have disconnected from your speaking your truth.

What was the anger style of the home you were raised with?
What was the anger style of your culture and community?
Was arguing a sport? Disallowed? Expected? Provoked?
Or

Was anger the only method you were taught to protect yourself?
Was anger required for you to defend your innocence or make others meet your needs?
If you do have the propensity to swallow your anger - what are you still frightened of?
What skills other than anger do you use to make sure that others meet your needs?
Fierce Mother has come to empower you with bravery, confidence and the discernment. She is
within you awakening you to know your own righteous action. If you have a blocked inner voice,
then it is time you let her out.
Feel into your throat. What pain, shame, power or wisdom is waiting to be let out? If you
inherited, were enculturated or have a patterned response from childhood that inhibits your
capacity to speak your truth and be free, then it is time again to return to Bone Mother and
leave these unwanted gifts on the altering table.
If you are triggered into silence or attack when old wounds and trauma are irritated how do you
let others know your heart and feminine self has been encroached upon, hurt or violated? Can
you speak up from loving truth no matter the consequences to self or your reputation? What
words do you use? What skills do you need?
Who could you be if you had those skills and tools?

“It takes a great deal of courage to stand up to your enemies, but even
more to stand up to your friends.”
- J.K. ROWLING
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SACRED QUEST

Quest One

1

Unblocking your Authentic Voice
YOUR QUEST TASK
This week you are to speak your truth. You are not to lie, not to avoid your truth by
omission or silence. You are to make a stand for your authentic heart and Speak
Your Truth Honestly and Congruently.
Your challenge is to give yourself full permission to speak your truth and perhaps
risk offending or betraying another, but not betraying yourself. You are to be your
own champion and with presence, mindfulness and soul congruent honesty, claim
the freedom to speak your truth and be free.
To help you, call on the strength of all of the MotherQuest Mother's you have
travelled before, in particular, Being Mother who is Fierce Mother's twin. Come back
to the present moment. Get in contact with your needs - right now - and with
embodied compassion, speak your heart and mind.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

If you are not practised in speaking up and saying your opinion or articulating your
needs, you are encouraged to say something that you wouldn't usually say. You are
not to be dependant on how this truth lands with other people. You are to keep
your focus on yourself and the permission YOU are giving YOURSELF.

QUEST 3

Fierce Mother has come to help you reinforce the edges of your authentic selfhood
and protect your newly awakened tender connection to joy.
QUEST 4
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NOTES
WRITE DOWN EVERY TRUTH YOU WANTED TO SAY AND DIDN'T
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TAMING SCARY MAMA
To live with Fierce Compassion, you must have the heart of a Bodhisattva – a spirit
that is dedicated to the benefit of all living beings, not just your own.
Fierce Mother has come to train you to help you track your anger and capacity to be
self-righteous. She desires to show you how to approach every conflict situation with
the non-violent and passionless clarity of a genuinely compassionate heart... A heart
burnt by the fire of integrity and humbled by a continued ruthless evaluation of your
own shadow. A heart that has no anger.
Fierce Mother asks
Do you have breath around your rage or righteousness?
Are you able to protect your children and still have compassion for those who
either knowingly or unknowingly have harmed you or your creative child?
Do you have impartiality around your creative child/children?
Are you able to see the situation of danger with a clear, holistic perspective?
Or are you in tunnel vision seeing only attack and blame?
Can you release your attachment to the perpetrators of your hurts through
forgiving either them or yourself?
Fierce Mother has come with her strong and loving hand to return this pain to Great
Spirit and by doing so asks you to give up your propensity to blame and take 100%
responsibility for owning your anger. Your anger is our own.
Someone’s words or actions may trigger it, but our anger, that roaring heat that blasts
out from our belly, or the detached coldness that makes our love disappear into
righteous pride, is ours. Always.
You alone are responsible for your own anger. No one else is.
Exploded anger is not useful. Imploded anger is even less useful. Anger destroys
gentleness, juiciness and joy and it crushes creativity. Anger or cold silence is not
protective forces that defend innocence. It is empowered right action and
unconditional love that does.
Anger is a fire sparked by an external spark that then becomes fed by our harboured
judgements, beliefs, memories, notions and assumptions. It’s like our unconscious
stuff, our unprocessed life experiences, become the fuel source that feeds the flames
of anger.
Every time you find yourselves consumed by a fireball of anger, you are now to know
that the flames and the fuels are yours. The spark might belong to another, but all the
rest belongs to you.
The great thing about this is because your anger belongs to you; you can change it.
You have the inbuilt tools to transform it and they are effortless. It's the food you eat,
the way you breathe and the way you process your emotions.
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Two

2

Loving Consumption
YOUR QUEST TASK
Take anger away from your dinner table.
If you have an angry explosive household - bring your attention to your food, your
body’s source of nourishment. Clean out your kitchen, cupboards and cooking space
and dedicate it to being an altar of Joy.
Make sure only happiness happens in your kitchen and when meal times comes
make sure everyone keeps conversation happy and loving.

QUEST 1

Turn off the news, the TV, phones or even the radio, stop anything that makes you
eat with mindlessness. Also make sure anyone in an angry mood, calms themselves
before coming to the table and spreading their anger onto anyone else.

QUEST 2

Try this practice for a minimum of 21 days and see if the sore tummies and anger in
your family diminishes. Make eating a time of family celebration, communion and
gratitude. Watch how love and nurturing grows where anger used to live.

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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ENDING ANGER + FOOD
Anger is heat and that heat comes from within

Turn off the news, the TV, put all phones and

the body. Every time you eat without awareness

devices, even the radio away, and stop anything

or eat because you are angry or eat when you

that makes you eat with mindlessness.

are angry or eat food made with resentment,
greed or fear, you are ingesting matter,
(everything is a vibration after all) and that
matter and those vibrations will sit inside you.
Because they are not loving they will want to
leave and will either sit like lumps in your
tummy until they can be ‘digested’ or rise up
through your emotions and tissues as angry
heat.

Also make sure anyone in an angry mood,
calms themselves before coming to the table
and spreading their anger onto anyone else.
If you were raised in a household where meal
times were full of conflict, look to Bone Mother
and find the generational stories around food,
poverty, hunger and power.

Then look to Peace Mother and clear your own

Become very aware of the food you are eating.
Fresh, loving locally grown and humanely
treated is always best - so is ethical ingredients
(be mindful of products that are contributing to

wounds around food = cruelty or control. Whom
could you be, how could your home life be if
food and eating were only known as a form of
blessing and mindful celebration?

global deforestation or disempowerment).
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NOTES
MY THOUGHTS & REFLECTIONS ABOUT FOOD AND ANGER
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COOLING ANGER WITH BREATH
If anger is a real issue for you then, just like snakes and ladders, it’s time to slide back
through MotherQuest and again sit at Being Mothers feet.
The antidote for anger is MINDFULNESS and the key to mindfulness is conscious
breathing.
Instead of being a mother to our darling creative children, now we have to become a
mother to our own obstreperous anger. With eternal patience, we have to
compassionately reign in our explosive self and remove her from our unprocessed
woodpile. We have to take responsibility for her and gently take her away from others
and bring her back to peace.
Paying attention to our breathing and then the sensations in our body can enable us
to do these things. Yes again, it’s that simple. But if simple was easy, everybody would
be doing it.
The hardest part about learning to tame your anger by mindful breathing or presence
is doing it. Every minute spent in mindfulness is a stretch of your capacity to stay
mindful. Watch your emotions. Watch your thoughts. Watch your thinking.
Watch your feelings. Don’t exclude anything, instead welcome all your feelings: the
pretty ones and the ugly ones. Don’t judge - just allow, allow and allow without
reacting to them. And breathe.
Breathe in. Breathe out. Breathe in. Breathe out. Do it until your anger has dissolved
or gone back to sleep.
When we have calmed ourselves and returned to a non-reactive way of being, we
then must take responsibility for our anger. Do not dwell on your negative emotions.
The smoke of your fuming pot will make all joy disappear from your house and cause
others to also stink. Own your anger and the transgression that has caused it and
work out with whom you need to discuss it to resolve it, how much you share, and
when would be useful.

“Mindfulness means to be present, to be aware of what is going on.”
- THICH NHAT HAHN
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

Containing Fire
YOUR QUEST TASK

Next time you are explosive, reactive and consumed with an anger that is turning
into mindless rage, instead of wasting your power on harsh words or actions that
hurt others or things, explore the following :

PART ONE : Cooling Breath

When angry Poke out and curl your tongue and draw in NINE cooling breaths through
your mouth. You will feel the cool air on your tongue. Feel your consciousness coming
back into your body. If your dignified calm and power presence returns, then speak
clearly without rage. If you are still reactive, go to part two.

QUEST 1

PART TWO : Containing your power
f you are still grateful then remove yourself from the room. Make it permissible in your
home for people to have shameless space to calm down when they are angry. Model
this behaviour to your children.
If your anger has filled you with energy you may need to go for a walk, hit a pillow or
scream, find your safe way for releasing your anger's reactive power. Then while you are
still cooking, say your prayers. Take your anger to the Divine Mother's Altar. Hand it over.
Then let the anger cook you. Out on your wild music and dance it out. Get down on
your knees and feel the grief inside you. Give empathy to your outrage and let your
inner healing and transformation begin. Cook your hurt until it becomes your wisdom
and then SPEAK YOUR NEEDS. Do not let your anger go unchecked for more than 24
hours.

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4

No more angry
scary Mama!
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NOTES
MY MOST VOLATILE ANGER TRIGGERS ARE
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THE WHITE FLAME OF
MOTHER FIRE
Fierce Mother knows that the places where you have been crushed by neglect,
poverty and abuse are also the places you require the most significant support
to move beyond.
In her bearlike form, She has placed her empowered nature over you to help
protect your Self and your creative children from the spiritual wastelands of
contempt and hopelessness. She promises to fortify you against the predatory
forces both within you and around you, that threaten to rob your emotional and
creative soul of the beauty and sweetness that is rightfully yours.
She asks:
"Is there a place in your life where you or your creative children have been
bullied or crushed either physically or in spirit? Or is there a cause or a
situation that requires your physical, emotional or spiritual protection?”

Fierce Mother wants to enable you to be the force that can make the loving,
effective stand against them. She does this by reconnecting you to your
instinctual powers of maternal protection. She is the force of love that is the wild
and fiery Bodhisattva.
Fierce Mother is equally the roar that opens the cervix and births a baby as
much as a Fierce Mother is a passionate love that awakens as the fragile child
starts nursing naked at your breast.
Fierce Mother is passionately connected to her creative children while also
knowing her responsibility. Her duty is to stand by and allow her children to
grow unencumbered by her own expectations while at the same time acutely
aware of her responsibility to be the person that makes the loving difference in
their world.
Fierce Mother is the silence and mystery wrapped around a creative project as
well as being the driving force that overcomes exhaustion to make sure that a
creative project is released in its integrity into the world. Fierce mother is the
determination to make sure the child receives the best and precise emergency
procedures; Fierce Mother is also the loving force that decides to turn off the life
support in intensive care.
We need more Fierce Mother love activated on this planet. If you knew you
could activate your Fierce Mama power anytime you needed it, what change
would you make in our world?
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Four

4

Unleashing your Fierce Mother Power
YOUR QUEST TASK
Your Fierce Mother task is to turn your clear and powerful attention towards a
situation in your life that requires protective mothering. Before you act, Fierce
Mother asks you to sit with and temper your understanding of the situation with the
eyes of Great Love

Watch your desire to act and protect and temper these impulses with a ruthless
evaluation of your own hatred and revenge. Allow it to cook you. Burn away your
single-minded vision until a clear impartial and loving path reveals itself. Then with
power and integrity take action.
This may be on a world scale like environmental protection, or to act in your local
community. It may be the call to interrupt a situation with a friend about whom you
have grave concerns, or it may be to advocate in a situation that directly affects your
creative child.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

Remember this mother force links you to the heart of the wild dark feminine.
Fierce mother is with you. You are not alone.

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
AN AREA OF CONCERN I NEED TO PROTECT OR ADVOCATE FOR IS
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PURIFYING ANGER
Fierce Mother is with you ready to show you how anger is not the way to have your
needs met. She is with you showing you that angry, reactive women are not powerful
women; they are fuelled by outrage and unhealed wounds, not by the clear alignment
of their Fierce Feminine Force.
Angry, reactive women are only initiates of power. They are awake and in touch with
their inner material enough to be, enraged, defiant, and vocal, but they haven't gone
into the next evolutionary phase of their anger's potential. They are at stage one of
Fierce Mother's mastery process.
Your anger needs to be owned and felt, just like all emotions. While it is imploded, it
keeps you in silence, bound by oppressive chains. While it is exploded, it scatter sprays,
hurting everyone in its vicinity, causing more harm than healing.
When anger is owned, felt and contained in a cauldron of self-responsibility and
empathic self-compassion, it transforms from reactionary kindling into an evolutionary
furnace. The containment, the willingness to own, feel, and allow every piece of
heartbreak and devastation from every outrage, violation, injustice, and act of cruelty,
you, your forbears, your loves, have experienced, creates a pressure cooker of
transformational proportions. Your willingness to be present to the velocity of your inner
wrath creates an alchemy of power. Your willingness to then let it burn you is the act of
emotional metamorphosis. This owned heat is your inner transformation.
Inside this vortex is a maturation process than shifts out of personal attack down into
transpersonal power. Compassionate Love is the gift of the distillation as is the
embodied force of surrendered Divine Justice. In this space, you know your next step of
meaning engoldened Right Action and you have let go to the Divine, all that is not your
concern. Do you honestly think you have more power to deliver justice than Karma?
Fierce Mothers are women who have mastered the tools of clear boundaries,
disarmoured vulnerability, expectationless resilience and self-respected innocence. They
have done their inner firewalk and moved from outrage into emboldened power. They
have found their why and become champions for it. They have rooted their activism in
the sacred.
These mighty women. have wrangled their buried, unconscious or wayward rage, and
with mindful discipline, they have mastered stronger, more self-empowered ways of
communicating and asserting their desires. Powerful Women have awakened their
Fierce Feminine Force; they know how to channel the white heat of their inner
conscience. Powerful women know how to love with Fierce Compassion.
Are you ready to be a Powerful Woman?
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SACRED NOTES
WHAT ARE OF MY OURAGE & ANGER DO I NEED TO OWN BETTER?

WORK & EDUCATION
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SHADOW WORK
Blame is easy. Its also a shadow. Righteousness is
easy; its also a shadow. Revenge can feel powerful
but gives only a temporary illusion of satisfaction. It's
also a shadow. Sanctimonious pride can feel
delicious, but it too is a sneaky, deceptive shadow.
Rage and fury are the unconscious end of anger, they
are also shadows.
The shadows of Fierce Mother's Feminine Force are
as deep and formidable as her power, but they have
to be transcended if you want to embody your true
birthright of power.
Anger is certainly a force of transformation, but when
you lose your breath, your grounded presence and
mindfulness, anger becomes a destructive habit that
hurts not only you but the hearts of future
generations. Anger is like a toddler with a big red
crayon. Left unsupervised and there's cleaning for
days, contained under mindful supervision, anger
creates empowered art. Which anger toddler are
you?
Is it time you learnt how to dance with your Shadow?

POWER MYSTERIES
The mandalas of MotherQuest move around points within a circle
like a clock face, with the thirteenth mother sitting in the void
space in between. This creates interesting geometric relationships.
We not only have the twins of MotherQuest we have the Triads as
well.

Fierce Mother

Fierce mother's twin is Being Mother. To have fierce compassion
you must be here and now present and to wrangle your anger you
must have mindfulness.

Peace
Mother

Bone
Mother
Being Mother

Fierce Mother has one foot in the wisdom of Bone Mother and the
other firmly planted in Peace Mother. Fierce Feminine Force
requires conscious belonging, it also requires you to have healed
your inner trauma. In the mystery teachings of MotherQuest, you
learn how to become the Mysteress of your own MotherQuest
Wheel.
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GOING DEEPER
INTO FIERCE MOTHER WISDOM
Sacred Activism, coined by Andrew Harvey in his
book The Hope, is the call to our generation to be
the spiritual and physical difference maker in our
world. It is not enough to meditate our cares away,
that is spiritual bypassing.
It is also not useful to fuel our need for change on
desperation or the projection of our own unhealed

“Rage — whether in reaction to social
injustice, or to our leaders’ insanity, or to
those who threaten or harm us — is a
powerful energy that, with diligent practice,
can be transformed into fierce compassion.
However much we disagree with our enemies,
our task is to identify with them. They too feel
justified in their point of view.”
- Bonnie Myotai Treace

wounds. What is required is a penetration of our
own heartbreak and the courage to take action on
the soul call that can only be heard on the
transcended side of despair.
The Mystery Keeping depth work of Fierce Mother
is the healing and transformation of Sexual Abuse,
sex trafficking and generational sexual trauma.
This is a wild call to the heart of the ferociously
protective Mama within all of us. It is the fierce
and necessary radical love required by all of us,
right now.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Hariett Lerner - Dance of Anger
Marshall Rosenburg - Surprising Purpose of Anger
Thich Nhat Hanh - Anger Cooling the Flames
Andrew Harvey - The Hope
Stella Cornelius - Everyone can win
Shantideva - The Way of the Bodhisattva

Lhamo x
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Fierce Mother Prayer
Great Mother Spirit
Give me your eyes to see
Give me your heart to love.
Within me burns the fire
of fierce compassion
Let me know this love.
Burn away my
righteousness
Burn away
my blame
Return me to see with
the eyes of innocence
Raise in me
the untempered force
of your protective love
Let me own the
fierce compassion
of your love
Amen.
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CHECKLIST NINE
FIERCE MOTHER WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with your Fierce Mother Quest and to
help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the course,
tick off each task when they're completed.

LISTEN TO FIERCE MOTHER INVOCATION
READ AWAKENING WISDOM NOTES
READ SECTION ONE : FIERCE COMPASSION
COMPLETE 1ST QUEST ; I AM SPEAKING MY TRUTH AT ALL TIMES
READ SECTION TWO : MY ANGER STYLE IS ...
2ND QUEST DONE ; DINNER TIME IS ALL ABOUT LOVING CONSUMPTION
I'VE READ COOLING MY ANGER AND I NOW POKE OUT MY TONGUE
I'VE OWNED MY SACRY MAMA AND PURIFIED HER INTO POWER
I AM SO CALM & STRONG I HOLD FIERCE MAMA POWER WITHOUT MALICE
I HAVE MASTERED MY SHADOWS OF ANGER & RIGHTEOUS
I HAVE COMPLETED THE FIERCE MOTHER DEEPENING NOTES
DO I WANT TO SEXUAL TRAUMA HEALING FURTHER?
I HAVE TOTALLY ACTIVATED MY FIERCE FEMININE FORCE!
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"I am a woman.
I am a warrior.
I fight without malice.
I win."
FI ERCE MOTHER
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